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Abstract
Ultracold atomic gases in periodic potentials are powerful platforms for exploring quantumphysics in
regimes dominated bymany-body effects as well as for developing applications that beneﬁt from
quantummechanical effects. Further advances face a range of challenges including the realization of
potentials with lattice constants smaller than optical wavelengths as well as creating schemes for
effective addressing andmanipulation of single sites. In this paper we propose a dressed-based scheme
for creating periodic potential landscapes for ultracold alkali atomswith the capability of overcoming
such difﬁculties. The dressed approach has the advantage of operating in a low-frequency regime
where decoherence and heating effects due to spontaneous emission do not take place. These results
highlight the possibilities of atom-chip technology in the future development of quantum simulations
and quantum technologies, and provide a realistic scheme for starting such an exploration.
1. Introduction
Precise control over ultracold atomicmatter allows us to investigate a range of quantumphenomenawith a degree
of detail beyond the possibilities of standard experimental techniques used in condensed-matter and solid-state
physics [1]. Through the interactionwith structured static and oscillating electric andmagneticﬁelds, it is possible
tomodulatemost of theparameters that determine the dynamics of ultracold atomic ensembles, such as the inter-
atomic potential, spin–orbit coupling andpotential landscapes for the atomic centre-of-massmotion.These
possibilities for control added to the capacity for real-time probing, have accreditedultracold atomic gases as
powerful platforms for developing applications inquantum simulations, quantum information andquantum
enhancedmetrology. The studyof idealized latticemodels and quantum simulationshas potential for uncovering
thephysicalmechanismsbehind a range of phenomena yet to be fully understood, like high temperature
superconductivity [2], universality of non-equilibriumdynamics [3] and condensation in gauge theories [4].
Optical lattices,made by interfering coherent electromagnetic radiation, are common tools used to impose
spatially periodic potentials over ensembles of neutral ultracold atoms [5]. An optical lattice consists of regular
arrays of dipole trappingwells whose geometrical disposition and depth is controlled by the properties of the
interfering radiation (polarization, intensity and frequency) and the geometry of the interference pattern. Cold
atomic gases in optical lattices can form a range of discrete physicalmodels governed by aHubbard
Hamiltonian, whose dynamics is carefully adjusted by externalﬁelds and studied via high resolution imaging of
the atomic cloud. In particular, various idealized condensedmattermodels have been experimentally realized,
exhibiting complex phenomena includingmetallic-to-insulating transitions [6],magnetic ordering and
frustration [7] and the quantumHall effect [8]. Importantly, in pure optical lattices, the periodicity of the
resulting potential landscape is limited by diffractive effects, being of the same order ofmagnitude than the
radiationwavelength, and corresponding to a fewhundred nanometres for the case of alkali atoms. This restricts
the possibility of an optical lattice having a signiﬁcantly smaller spacing, or for the lattice to have a variation in
trap geometries; both elements being key to observe the dynamics of quantum latticemodels deeply in the
regime of superexchange rate [9].
Fine control over ultracold atomic gases is also possible using atom-chip conﬁgurations, where the potential
landscape for the atomic centre-of-massmotion is produced bymicron-sized sources of low-frequency ﬁelds
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(dc, radio-frequency andmicrowaves) [10]. In this context, various experiments have demonstrated trapping of
neutral cold atoms in one-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional (2D) periodic potentials, using static
magnetic ﬁelds (dc) produced by arrays of carefully sculptured permanentmagnets [11–16]. Two-dimensional
arrays ofmagneto-optical trapsmounted on the surface of atom-chips have been also demonstrated, requiring
simple patterns of current carrying conductors [18, 19] or sculptured pyramidal-mirrors [20]. The lattice
constant of the periodic landscapes produced by such schemes ranges from a fewmmdown to 10 μm, and is
limited by fabrication technology and near-surface effects [10]. Recent proposals suggest that this atom-chip
approach can, in principle, create arrays ofmagnetic trapswith submicron periodicity, located a few hundred
nanometers away from the chip surface [21, 22]. Experimental realization of such proposals face technical
challenges associatedwith the complexity of their fabrication and from the short surface-atomdistance which
enhances near surface effects.
Atom-chip technology has greatly beneﬁted fromdressing techniques, inwhich the Zeeman splitting in an
inhomogeneousmagnetic ﬁeld ismodiﬁed by coupling atomic hyperﬁne states with a radio-frequencymagnetic
ﬁeld (RF) [23, 24]. The resulting potential landscape depends on the vector nature of bothﬁelds (dc andRF)
[25], which can be exploited to deﬁne complex potential landscapes without the limitations imposed by the
Maxwell equations dominating purelymagnetic traps [24]. This characteristic allows the creation of trapping
conﬁgurationswith non-trivial topologies, such as ring [24] and toroidal traps [26], using simple layouts of
micro-fabricated conductors andmagnets. In addition, atom-chip technology has been key in developing
procedures for the coherentmanipulation of Bose–Einstein condensates [27]with potential for creating
quantumhybrid systems for a wide range of applications [28].
In this paperwe describe an atom-chip setup that produces a 2Dperiodic potential, created by arrays of
straight current-carrying conductors plus a uniformoscillating ﬁeld. The periodicity andwell depth of the
resulting potential landscape is comparable to optical lattices (as in, e.g., [6]) and arrays ofmagnetic traps (as
described in [29]). This suggests that atoms loaded in the RF-dressed lattice potential can easily reach the Bose–
Hubbard regime, where the superﬂuid-to-Mott-insulator phase transition has been observed [6], and herewe
study the range of parameters that can be realizedwith currently available atom-chip technology. Importantly,
the approach here described is convenient for scaling down the lattice spacing below the range accessible by
opticalmeans, which is crucial for reaching the strong coupling regime at temperatures of a fewnano-kelvin [2]
and paves theway to develop applications in quantum simulation, lattice clocks and quantum information,
beneﬁting from the highmechanical stability and compact nature of the atom-chip technology.
2. Radio frequency dressed potential
Adiabatic potentials arise whenever a near-resonant or resonantﬁeld couples internal atomic states experiencing
different potentials for the atomic centre-of-massmotion [23].Here, we consider an alkali atom in its ground
statemoving across a region of inhomogeneousmagnetic ﬁeld B r t( , ), which couples states within a single
hyperﬁne statemanifold. The atomicmotion is described by theHamiltonian
μ= +p F BH
m
g
2
· , (1)F B
2
with p the atomic linearmomentum, F the atomic total angularmomentum and gF the Landé gyromagnetic
factor. Themagnetic ﬁeld has spatially varying static and oscillating components of the form
ω= +B B r B r t( ) ( )cos( ). (2)dc RF RF
After applying the rotatingwave approximation (RWA) andneglecting non-adiabatic couplings [23, 24], the
atomic dynamics is described by the effectiveHamiltonian
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where ⊥BRF, is the component of the RFﬁeld orthogonal to the dc ﬁeld. The second termon the right-hand side
of this equation deﬁnes the dressed potential energy, rV ( )adb . The two contributions under the radical symbol
have a clear physical interpretation: the ﬁrst one corresponds to the detuning of the driving ﬁeldwith respect to
the Zeeman splitting of the hyperﬁne states, and the second termdeﬁnes the effective coupling between
hyperﬁne states. The spatial variation of the static and dressing ﬁelds therefore translates into amodulation of
the potential energy landscape experienced by the atomic centre-of-massmotion.
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3.Device conﬁguration andpotential landscape
Weconsider two crossed arrays of parallel current-carrying conductors as schematically shown inﬁgures 1(a)–
(b). Conductors aligned parallel to the y-axis carry dc currents with alternating directions between neighbouring
wires of widthwdc. The second array, oriented parallel to the x-axis, carries RF currents with a phase difference of
π between neighbouring conductors. These RF conductors have awidthwRF. The combination of static andRF
magnetic ﬁelds, created by this current distribution, produces a periodic potential landscapewith spatial
periodicity equal to the centre-to-centre distance between conductors.
To gain insight into the resulting potential landscape, we initially consider the limit of single ﬁlament
conductors, i.e. thewidth →w 0dc,RF , and study theﬁeld distribution at large distances from the conductor
array, which corresponds to take ≫z S S w wmax { , , , }dc RF dc RF with Sdc and SRF being the centre-to-centre
distance between dc andRF conductors, respectively. Other parameters are indicated inﬁgure 1. In this case, the
ﬁelds have a simple harmonic spatial dependence given by [10]
ω
≈ − +
≈ − +
−
− +
B x z
B y z
B k x k x
B k y k y t
e ( cos( ) ˆ sin( ) ˆ),
e ( cos( ) ˆ sin( ) ˆ)cos( ), (4)
k z
k z d
dc dc
0
dc dc
RF RF
0 ( )
RF RF RF
dc
RF
where Bdc
0 and BRF
0 are the amplitudes of theﬁelds at the surface of the conductors (i.e. z = 0 and z = −d, for the
dc andRFwires inﬁgure 1, respectively), and π=k Sdc,RF dc,RF. The dressing frequency sets a resonant plane at
z= z0 deﬁned by ω μ= ∣ ∣ −g B eB F k zRF dc0 dc 0.With thisﬁeld setup, the dressed potential landscape, given by (see
section 2)
μ ω μ= − + ⊥( )B
B
V g
g
2
(5)adb B F
B F
dc
2
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2 RF,
2⎛
⎝
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consists of a regular array of 3D trapping sites centred at =r mS nS z( 2, 2, )0 dc RF 0 with ∈ m n, , as shown in
ﬁgures 2(a) and (b) for the state ∣ = = − 〉F m1, 1F of 87Rb.
At the centre of each trapping site the dressing is resonant (i.e. the detuning is zero). In addition, the RF ﬁeld
oscillates along the direction of the static ﬁeld, whichmakes the effective dressing ﬁeld ∣ ∣⊥BRF, equal to zero. This
conﬁgurationwould then suffer from large Landau–Zener transition rates to untrapped states because of the
Figure 1.Atom-chip design of anRF-dressed lattice potential (a) crossed arrays of parallel conductors and schematic of the potential
landscape experienced by ultracold neutral alkali atoms. The lower two panels show extended top and bottom views of the conductor
arrays. (b)Close-up of the central part of a unit-cell of the conductor array seen in (a). Conductors oriented parallel to the x-axis (y-
axis) carry RF (dc) currents, producing amagnetic ﬁeld that dresses Zeeman split atomic states. Additional control over the potential
landscape is gained through a uniformRFﬁeld (green arrow). Light (orange) and dark (blue) arrows indicate ﬁelds produced by
currents with corresponding colours. Dashed lines are included to guide the eye. Notice that along the upper dashed line, the static
ﬁeld (dark arrows) points downwards, while the direction of the RFﬁeld (light arrows) rotates in the y–z plane. Also, above the
geometrical centre of the shown conductor array the dc andRF ﬁelds are oriented along the z direction,making =⊥B 0RF, (see text).
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simultaneous vanishing of the two terms deﬁning the dressed potential energy equation (5) [10].However, this
hole in the potential energy landscape can be closed by adding a uniformRF ﬁeld that oscillates at the same
frequency of the RF conductors, parametrized by
ω ψ ω ϕ= + + +B x yB t B tcos( ) ˆ cos( ) ˆ . (6)E xE yERF RF, RF RF, RF
In general, to ensure that there are no points in the space where the effective dressing ﬁeld and the detuning are
both zero simultaneously, the externalﬁeld should satisfy ∣ ∣ > − +B B eyE k z dRF, RF0 ( )RF 0 (see appendix A).
For simplicity, we initially consider a linearly polarized external ﬁeldwhose components oscillate in phase
with the reference RF conductor, i.e. ψ ϕ= = 0 in equation (6). This external uniform ﬁeld has two effects on
the dressed potential produced by the array of conductors asmay be seen inﬁgures 2(c), (d). Firstly, the spatial
period is doubled along the y direction (orthogonal to theRF current ﬂow). This occurs because the RFﬁeld
produced by the conductor array has opposite directions above the centre of consecutive RF conductors, (see
Figure 2.Periodic potential landscapes: single-ﬁlament versusﬁnite-width conductors radio-frequency dressed lattices for the state
∣ = = − 〉F m1, 1F of 87Rb, at planes z= zmin (left column) y=0 (right column), as deﬁned in ﬁgure 1. In all cases, the colorbar scales
corresponds to d = 400 nm, =S 1.0RF μm, =S 1.5dc μm, =z 20 μm, =B 2dc0 G, =B 1.0RF0 G.Other parameters: (a)–(b)
=w 0RF,dc and =B 0ERF , (c)–(d) =w 0RF,dc , =B (26.7, 304.5, 0)ERF mG, ω π =2 21.2RF kHz, (e)–(f) =w 0.5RF,dc μm,
=B (61.4, 304.5, 0)ERF mG, ω = 84.9RF kHz. The external ﬁeld, B ERF, is zero in panels (a) and (b), and satisﬁes equation (7) in
panels (c)–(f). Solid black lines indicate the position of dc andRF conductors.
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equation (4)) in such away that the total RFﬁeld repeats itself every other RFwire. The periodicity of the
potential along the x direction depends on the staticmagnetic ﬁeld, and is therefore not affected by the applied
ﬁeld B ERF. Secondly, theminima of the potential energy equation (5) localizes above the intersections of the dc
andRF conductors (e.g. =x y( , ) (0, 0) inﬁgure 1(b)), at a vertical distance <z zmin 0 from the chip surface. In
general, the vertical position of dressed energyminima should be evaluated numerically (see appendix A). Thus,
with the additional externalﬁeld, the potential landscape consists of a set of trapping centres located at positions
=r mS nS z( , 2 , )min dc RF min , with ∈ m n, , .
The energy barrier between consecutive wells can be controlled by the applied uniform ﬁeld and the current
through the conductors. In the limit of singleﬁlament conductors, for example, a rectangular symmetric 2D
lattice, inwhich the barrier height of the potential along the x and y directions are the same, we require the
condition
= − +B B B2 e . (7)xE yE k z dRF, RF, RF0 ( )RF min
An example of the potential landscape resulting from such aﬁeld and current conﬁguration is shown in
ﬁgures 2(c) and (d), again for the state ∣ = = − 〉F m1, 1F of 87Rb.
The fast decay of the ﬁeld amplitudewith the distance from the conductors and practical limitations over the
current tolerated bymicron-sized conductors, implies that strong trapping conﬁgurations are feasible at
relatively close proximity of the conductor arrays. Therefore, evaluating the ﬁeld distribution requires us to take
into account theﬁnite size of the conductors. Here, we evaluate numerically theﬁeld distribution and
corresponding dressed energy landscape, produced by conductors withﬁnite width and negligible height [10]
(see appendix B). For comparisonwith the single-ﬁlament case, inﬁgures 2(e)–(f) we present the resulting
potential landscape produced by an array of conductors with dimensions = =w w 0.5dc RF μm, μ=S 2.0 mdc
and =S 1.5RF μm, andﬁelds and currents adjusted to produce a rectangular symmetric potential landscape, at a
distance μ=z 2.0 m0 from the surface of the dc conductors.
The importance ofﬁnite size effects are evident after comparing the energy scales in panels (c)–(d) with (e)–
(f) ofﬁgure 2, which differ by almost one order ofmagnitude. Such a large difference occurs because, in the case
of conductors with ﬁnite width, the decay of the amplitude of the ﬁelds with distance z from the surface is
signiﬁcantly slower than exponential near the surface. Thus, considering conﬁgurationswith the ﬁelds of equal
amplitude at the conductor surfaces, resonant dressing at a given z0 is produced by RF-frequencies ωRF
signiﬁcantly different from the singleﬁlament case. Similarly, given an external appliedﬁeldwith y component
B y
E
RF, , the x component required to produce a rectangular symmetric lattice is larger in theﬁnite width case, as
indicated in the caption ofﬁgure 2.
To show theﬂexibility of our proposal, we determine numerically the equivalent of condition equation (7)
for the case of ﬁnite conductors.We also evaluate the curvature of the potential energy at the potentialminima
(in units of frequency, or trap frequency νtrap) and the energy barrier between consecutive wells, corresponding
to a range of parameters typically accessible with atom chip conﬁguration (e.g. [28]).We observe that theﬁeld
required to produce a symmetric potential landscape can be accurately evaluated after substituting in
equation (7) the factor − +B e k z dRF
0 ( )RF min by the amplitude of the ﬁelds calculated numerically at the centre of any
trapping site. This agreement is shown inﬁgure 3(a).
The geometry of the lattice can be controlled via pairs of parameters deﬁning the dc andRFﬁelds. For
example, rectangular symmetric lattices with a desired inter-well barrier can be produced either adjusting the
two components of the externalﬁeld, B ERF, or one of its components and the inhomogeneous RF ﬁeld through
BRF
0 . This last case is shown inﬁgure 3(c).
3.1.Other lattice geometries
The regular lattice shownpreviously is one ofmany possibilities we have at reach by adjusting theﬁelds and
currents in the device. In particular, the symmetric potential in ﬁgure 2 can be deformed into an array of 1D
chains parallel to the array of conductors, simply by using an external ﬁeld that does notmeet the condition
equation (7). This is shown inﬁgure 4(a), where an applied ﬁeld smaller than required by equation (7) produces
an array of chains oriented parallel to the RF conductors (x direction). In its turn, an appliedﬁeld larger than this
condition produces an array of 1D chains oriented along theRF conductors (y direction), as inﬁgure 4(b).
Notice that a smooth transformation of the potential landscape between such conﬁgurations is possible
following a slow variation of the currents and applied ﬁeld.
The phase of both components of the uniform applied ﬁeldwith respect to the currents in the conductors
provides an additional degree of freedom,which can be employed to deﬁne lattices with geometries of interest
for quantum simulation [30]. Following theRWAand in the frame of the local staticﬁeld, the effective dressing
ﬁelds are given by
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θ ψ θ ϕ
θ ψ ϕ
= − − ′
+ + + ′
⊥ ( )
( )
B x
y
B B B
B B B
cos cos sin sin ˆ
cos sin cos ˆ , (8)
x
E
z y
E
x
E
y y
E
RF, RF, RF, RF,
RF, RF, RF,
= + ′B zB B ˆ , (9)x zdc dc,2 dc,2
Figure 3.Properties of a rectangular symmetric lattice as function of dressing ﬁeld BRF
0 , for the state ∣ = = − 〉F m1, 1F of 87Rb.
(a) Component of the external ﬁeld B x
E
RF, required to produce a rectangular symmetric potential lattice: numerically evaluated (solid)
and determined by equation (7) using the numerical value for B z( )RF min (dashed). (b) Local frequencies at theminimumof the
potential landscape: νtrap is ω π2z (short-dashed), ω π2x (solid), ω π2y (dashed). (c) Inter-well barrierV0. For all panels
= =w w 0.5dc RF μm, μ=S 1.0 mRF =S 1.5dc μm, =z 2.00 μm, ω = 84.9RF kHz, =B 2.0dc0 G, and =B 0.3yERF, G.
Figure 4. Lattices obtained by adjusting the intensity and relative phase of the RF ﬁelds. In all cases: d=0, =z 2.00 μm, =S 2dc μm,
=S 2RF μm, =B 0.3yERF, G.Other parameters are: (a) = =B B 2dc0 RF0 G, =B 0.19xERF, G; (b) = =B B 2dc0 RF0 G, =B 0.49xERF, G;
(c) = =B B 2dc0 RF0 G, =B 0.19xERF, G, ϕ π= 8, ψ π= 3; and (d) = =B B 1.7dc0 RF0 G, =B 0.17xERF, G, ϕ π= 8, ψ = 0.
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with a spatially varying θ x ztan ( , ) = B Bx zdc, dc, , and phasesϕ andψ as deﬁned in equation (6). The
components of theﬁelds are deﬁned in the coordinate system inﬁgure 1.
Inﬁgure 4, we give examples of lattices that can be deﬁned from adjusting the intensity of ﬁelds aswell as the
relative phase between the applied RFﬁelds. For simplicity, we consider the single ﬁlament limit to evaluate the
ﬁelds intensities and neglect the vertical distance between conductor arrays (d = 0). The square lattice of double-
well potentials shown inﬁgure 4(c) results from setting an external ﬁeldwith elliptic polarization, ϕ π= 8 and
ψ π= 3. The array of two-leg ladders inﬁgure 4(d) can be deﬁned by setting ϕ π= 8 and ψ = 0.
4. Experimental feasibility
Atom-chips are natural platforms for realizing the RF periodic potential proposed here. Themicron-scale
conﬁguration of conductors inﬁgure 2, as considered in the previous section 3, can be produced by standard
micro-fabrication technology [10].Herewe brieﬂy discuss some possibilities and obstacles for realizing and
operating this device.
4.1. Landau–Zener losses
Kinetic coupling of atomic states produces atom-losses in radio-frequency dressed potentials. Such losses can be
modelled as non-adiabatic Landau–Zener transitions along the direction of tightness conﬁnement, which for
atoms in the vibrational ground states of harmonic dressed trapping potential are approximately [31]
Γ ω
π
= π ω−2 e . (10)z V zLZ ( ) ( 2 2 )adb zmin
As a rule of thumb, small transition rates occurwhenever the bottomof the dressed potential ismuch larger than
the trapping frequency. In the conﬁguration discussed here, such a condition can bemeet by applying an
external uniformRFﬁeldwith sufﬁciently large amplitude. This is because a large uniform external ﬁeld
smooths out the spatial variation of the totalﬁeld (and thus diminishes the trapping frequency) while
simultaneously increases theminima of potential energy. In this case, the external RF-ﬁeld plays a role similar to
that of offset ﬁelds in staticmagnetic traps, which are needed to reduceMajorana spin-ﬂips [10]. For the
parameters used in ﬁgure 3, the relevant trapping frequency is ω π ≈2 6z kHz, while π ≈V z( ) 2 100adb min
kHz, giving Γ ≈ −10LZ 3 Hz. In general terms, formicron-sized trapping conﬁgurations, the trap frequency is
expected to be larger than 103 Hz,which requires, to produce a transition rate of 0.1Hz, aﬁeld/current
conﬁguration such that ω>V z( ) 10adb zmin . This will ensure that atoms experience the periodic potential for
periods of time long enough to display complexmany-body dynamics [2].
4.2.Microfabrication
Modern atom-chips include complex patterns ofmicron-sized structuresmade of a variety ofmaterials,
includingmetallic conductors [32], superconductingwires [33] and permanentmagnets [16]. These structures
can be deﬁnedwith extremely high precision, such that edge defects and bulk features size are a few tens of nm
[16, 32]. Also,micron-sized conductors can tolerate large current densities (∼10 A7 cm−2), constrainedmainly
by the effectiveness of the setup to remove the heat generated by electric ﬂow [28]. The potential landscape
experienced by cold atoms in the vicinity of atom-chips can be tailored to a scale of 1–100 μm[10, 15],
depending on the operational atom-surface distance and the size of the elements on the atom-chip.
Large arrays of current-carryingmicron-sized parallel conductors have been already experimentally
demonstrated. For example, in [34], Günther et al use an array of 372 parallel conductors of cross-section
×1 0.3 μm, separated by gaps of μ1 m and carrying a current density of ×7 10 A4 cm−2 which corresponds to
aﬁeld =B 0.21dc0 G. Theoretical and experimental work on atom-chips suggest that conductors of submicron
dimensions can tolerate substantially larger current densities than used in [34]. For example, tests on a 700 nm
wide 140 nm high conductor demonstrated a current density tolerance of ×6 10 A7 cm−2 under dc operation
for 10 s [28]. Such a current density produces a surfaceﬁeld of intensity =B 84dc0 G, sufﬁciently large to create a
strong trapping potential of a few tens of kHz holding the atoms a fewmicrons away from its surface.
The condition of relative phase and current direction required for the RF-lattice can be enforced by the
design of the conductor array. The array ofGünter et al consists of a pair ofmeandering wires arranged such that
neighbouring conductors carry currents in opposite directions, as required for our proposed device. In addition,
variousmeandering paths can be combinedwhichwould give freedom for deﬁningmore complex periodic ﬁeld
distributions, including doubly periodic arrays (or superlattices), by applying different currents on each path.
Fabrication defects resulting in the undesiredmodiﬁcation of a conductor’s shape can have a substantial
impact on the smoothness ofmagnetic traps producedwith atom-chips (see, e.g. [35]). In contrast, in the present
case, the spatial periodicity and dressed nature of the lattice ensures that such geometrical defects have little
impact on the resulting dressed potential landscape. There are two key reasons for this. Firstly, the
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inhomogeneities of theﬁeld associatedwith deformations of the conductor are exponentially suppressedwith
the distance from the conductor’s surface [36]. The decay constant is of order π Δ, with Δ ≈ −1 10 nm as the
scale of the deviations of the conductor’s edge from a straight line [14, 36]. Assuming that the conductors are all
well deﬁned, i.e. that π Δ π≫ Sdc,RF, the irregularﬁeldwill have a negligible effect on the potential landscape at
distances of the order Sdc,RF. Secondly, RF-dressed potentials are signiﬁcantly less sensitive to irregularities of the
magnetic ﬁeld distribution [37], offering additional protection from irregularities of the current ﬂow.
Also relevant for the proposed device is the development ofmultilayer atom-chips with ultra-thin interlayer
separation [38]. Experimental tests indicate that the thermal characteristics and current tolerance ofmicron-
sized conductors of such devices have similar to those of single layer atom-chips [28, 38] .
4.3. Near-surface effects
The periodicity of the potential landscape is imposed by the dimensions of the conductor array, and is closely
connected to the rapid decay of the ﬁeld amplitudewith distance from the surface. This requires us to set the
lattice centre at close proximity of the chip surface.However, near surface effects impose constrictions on the
operational parameters required tomanipulate and keep the atoms a short distance from the surface [39–41].
Such effects are typically of two types. First, there is a strong atom-surface attractive interaction that deforms the
trapping potential and, second, there is the interaction of the atomicmagneticmoment with thermally produced
low-frequency electromagnetic ﬁelds in the vicinity of the atom-chip conductors. Also, it is possible that the
surface of the atom-chipwould have a highly reﬂective layer as part of amirror-MOT for loading purposes [28].
To estimate near-surface effects over the RF-dressed periodic lattice, we assume here that the surface in closest
proximity to the atom is a μ0.3 m thick layer of gold.
Mutually induced dipolemoments between trapped atoms and the atom-chip body create a strongly
attractive van deWaals force, that can deform the trapping potential and lead to atoms being adhered to the
device surface [39]. Such a force depends on the surfacematerial and geometry and atomic level structure, and it
is particularly intense at submicron atom-surface separations [39, 42]. The current and ﬁeld conﬁguration of the
RF-lattice should produce a trapping potential strong enough to balance the attractive force. This requires a
trapping frequency larger than a critical value that depends on the trap position and surfacematerial [15]. For
distances of the order of μ≈z 1 mmin and in proximity to a reﬂecting layer, the trap frequency transverse to the
atom-chip surface should satisfy ω π ω π> ≈2 2 0.32crit kHz.Our results show that the RF-lattice device,
operatingwithin the typical range of tolerable current densities, can create a trapping potential at a distance of
∼2 μm,with ω π ≈2 6 kHzz (seeﬁgure 3(b)), which is capable of sufﬁciently compensating the surface
attraction.
Johnson noise associatedwith the thermal current in the conductors induce atomic spin ﬂips that result in
losses from the trapping potential. Since at low frequencies the spectral density of the noisy ﬁeld aroundmicron-
sized conductors is independent of the frequency [39], the loss rate of dressed atomic states is of the same order
as in the case of spin-ﬂip transitions inmagnetic traps [10]. The thermal spin-ﬂip rate corresponding to a
conducting ﬁlm of thickness ≪t zmin and resistivity ρ is given by [10]:
Γ
μ μ
πρ
≈ 〈 + ∣ +F m S F m
g k T t
z
, 1 ,
3
8 6
, (11)s
B B
Thermal
2 0
2
min
2
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
where the states ∣ 〉F m, are deﬁnedwith respect to the local quantization axis z in the rotating frame. For a gold
reﬂecting ﬁlm of thickness ≈t 300 nm at room temperature, and ≈z 2.0min μm, the noise induced loss rate is
approximately Γ ≈ 0.66Thermal Hz. This is dominant over non-adiabatic losses and determines a limit to the
time scale of processes that can be studiedwith anRF-dressed lattice.
5. Bose–Hubbard parameters of a rectangular symmetric RF-lattice potential
At sufﬁciently low temperatures and densities, the dynamics of ultracold neutral atoms in a periodic potential is
described by theHubbardmodel, which is parametrized by inter-well tunnelling rates, J, and on-site the inter-
particle interaction,U, deﬁned in [1, 2, 17, 43]. In the Bosonic case, the Bose–Hubbardmodel presents
superﬂuid and insulating phases determined by the ratio J U . The transition between these two phases has been
experimentally observedwith ultracold atoms in 2Doptical lattices, where J andU can be adjusted by changing
the power and frequency of laser radiation deﬁning the potential landscape [6].
Here we evaluate the possibility of observing the superﬂuid-insulating transitionwith atoms in the 2D
dressed periodic potential presented before. For concreteness, we evaluate J andU corresponding to the
parameters considered inﬁgure 3.We employ a numerical routine for latticeWannier states [43], which
requires the Fourier components of the potential landscaped given by equation (5). In our trapping scheme,
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both J andU are controlled by the amplitude of the total RFﬁeld (or, equivalently, the current in theRF
conductors).
Figure 5(c) presents the ratio J U as a function of the amplitude of the RF-ﬁeld at the surface of the RF
conductors (solid line), with other ﬁelds and currents adjusted to create a rectangular-symmetric periodic
potential, as explained before. For comparison, we plot theHubbard parameters corresponding to an optical
lattice withmatching period and amplitude (dashed line) deﬁned by
= +( )( ) ( )V x y V k x k y( , ) sin sin 2 , (12)OL 0 2 dc 2 RF
whereV0 is proportional to the intensity of the opticalﬁeld and thewavelengths of the latticeﬁelds are λ = S2x dc
and λ = S4y RF, along the x and y directions, respectively.
These results suggest that proven atom-chip technologywill allow us to deﬁne RF-dressed lattice
conﬁgurationswith access to the parameters within the range demonstrated in optical lattices [6], including
depth and periodicity. In particular, the ratio = × −J U 6.0 10 2, critical for a superﬂuid-insulating transition in
a symmetric 2DBose–Hubbardmodel, is accessible with low-current densities that do not compromise the
integrity of the device.
The experimental realization of the superﬂuid-Mott transtion requires a extremly low temperature of the
atomic cloud. Roughly speaking, the thermal energy should be smaller than variations of the potential energy
landscape, such that tunnelling and on-site interaction dominate over thermalmotion. This condition ismore
difﬁcult to satisfy for a large lattice period, because then aﬁnite tunnelling needs low inter-well energy barriers.
Since currently the lowest temperature achievable with cold atoms is in the range of 100 nK, the superﬂuid-Mott
transition can only be observedwith lattice periods of fraction of amicron, as in [6]. The analysis in section 4 and
results inﬁgure 5 suggest the feasibility of scaling down the RF-lattice to produce such lattice periods, utilizing
sub-micron fabrication technique [21] and operating the lattice at close proximity of the chip, i.e. setting
≈z 10 μm.
6. Summary and conclusion
In this workwe have investigated possibilities for creating periodic potentials for ultracold atomic alkali atoms
using the dressing of Zeeman split levels. The required spatially inhomogeneous dc andRF ﬁelds are produced
by a pair of arrays of current carrying conductors and an uniformRFﬁeld.We demonstrate that standard atom-
chip technology can be used to create RF-dressed periodic potentials with features in the range of a fewmicrons,
and therefore comparable with some applications of optical lattices (in particular [6]). Themain restriction on
an experimental realization of our proposed platform is from the limits ofmicrofabrication technology and
material properties.
In our proposed scheme, the features of the potential landscape are determined by the dimensions of the
conductors. However, because of the fast decay of the ﬁeld amplitude and the limitations on themaximum
current thatmicrofabricated conductors can tolerate, the RF frequency andﬁeld amplitudes should be set such
that the trapping plane is formed at a distance comparable with the conductor’s size.With currently proven
technology for atom chips, the proposed device can easily produce potential landscapes with spatial periods in
Figure 5.Bose–Hubbard parameters corresponding to the potential landscape for the state ∣ = = − 〉F m1 1F of 87 Rb produced by a
conﬁgurationwith parameters as inﬁgure 3: = =w w 0.5dc RF μm, μ=S 1.0 mRF , =S 1.5dc μm, =z 2.00 μm, ω = 84.9RF kHz,
=B 2.0dc0 G, and =B 0.3yERF, G. (a) Inter-well barrier (in units of the recoil energy = ≈ ×E k m h2 254.82 HzR 2 dc2 ) as a function
of BRF
0 . (b) Tunnelling rate between neighbouring sites (solid) and atom-losses rate (dashed) (c) J U ratio as function of BRF
0 for the
RF dressed lattice (solid line) and a corresponding optical lattice (dashed line). The horizontal line indicates the critical value of the
superﬂuid-to-Mott-insulator phase transition in a 2DBose–Hubbardmodel [6].
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the range between 1 and 10 μm, and therefore be suitable for applications of quantum information processing as
suggested in [16, 29], simulation ofHubbardmodels and realization of lattice clocks. Importantly, the device we
have presented here enables us to deﬁne lattice potentials with sub-micron periodicity by applying strong
enough currents that either balance the surface attraction [39, 42], or allow us to deﬁne the trapping region far
away from the atom-chip surface (i.e. larger than the separation and dimension of the conductors) where surface
effects are weak.
Loading schemes used for other lattices (e.g. [16] and [29]) can be applied to the present situationwithout
major difﬁculties. Nevertheless, to avoid splin-ﬂips due to non-adiabatic effects during the loading procedure, it
is important to keep aﬁnite dressing at the plane of resonant driving. This can be done via the external applied
RFﬁeld, which should be large enough to guarantee adiabatic conditions for the trap [23].
The lattice resulting from the simple array of conductors considered here can be easily varied from an array
of 1Dperiodic potentials to a rectangular symmetric 2D lattice. Importantly, a signiﬁcant advantage of our
scheme over other proposals is the possibility of deﬁning complex lattice potentials utilizing a very simple layout
of conductors, simply by adjusting the relative phase between the applied RFﬁelds. Examples of these cases are
the lattice of double well potentials and the array of ladders shown in the text. It is straightforward to envisage
more complex arrays of conductors and phase patterns to deﬁne lattices of interest for quantum simulation of
quantummagnetism, including triangular and honeycomb geometries as well as superlattice potentials. Notice
also that the design can be enriched by the addition of other dressing ﬁelds coupling states in different hyperﬁne
manifolds of the ground state, e.g., the pair of states ∣ = = − 〉F m1, 1F and ∣ = = 〉F m2, 1F of 87Rb, which are
trapped in the transverse direction since they have a positive productm gF F . This will allowus to realize various
applications including spin–orbit potentials [44], qubit encoding and entanglement generation for quantum
information processing [45] aswell as control over the sensitivity of atomic transitions for atomic clocks [46].
The close proximity of the lattice to the chip surfacewill allow single site addressing via the interactionwith
controllablemicrofabricated structures part of the atom-chip [22]. Important advantages of the present scheme
over optical lattice realizations are the absence of spontaneous emission from the ground statemanifold [47], as
well as the strongmechanical and electric stability of atom-chips.
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AppendixA. Periodic dressed potential with an uniformRFﬁeld
Herewe describe how the device inﬁgure 1 produces a periodic potential landscape for cold atoms. A top view of
the unit cell of the conductor array is shown inﬁgure A1 (a), wherewe also indicate the coordinate systemused
for our analysis. For simplicity, we consider conductors in the limit of a single ﬁlamentwhere the RF and dc
ﬁelds have the harmonic spatial dependence given by equation (4), and there is an external uniformRF ﬁeldwith
components >B B( , 0, 0)xE yERF, RF, (green arrow inﬁgure A1(a)).
The dressed energy in equation (3) depends on two spatially varying contributions: ﬁrst, the detuning of the
RF frequencywith respect to local Zeeman splitting, and second, the component of the RF ﬁeld orthogonal to
the local static ﬁeld. Toﬁnd a globalminima of the potential energy it is convenient to analyse the potential
landscape at surfaces of constant detuning, which correspond to planes parallel to chip surface parametrized by
the distance z. It is also convenient to parametrize the y component of the externalﬁeld by B y
E
RF,
= − +B e k z dRF0 ( )ERF . In this form, it is clear that at the plane zE, the y component of the external RFﬁeld is
compensated exactly by the ﬁeld produced by theRF conductors at positions =x y z nS z( , , ) (0, 2 , )ERF , with
∈ n .With this parametrization, the total dc andRFﬁelds are given by
= −−B B k x k xe ( cos( ), 0, sin( )), (A.1)k zdc dc0 dc dcdc
= − +− + − −( )B B B k y k ye , cos( ) e , sin( ) , (A.2)k z d RF xE k z zRF RF0 ( ) , RF ( ) RFERF RF
fromwhich the component of the RFﬁeld orthogonal to the static ﬁeld (deﬁned as the effective dressing ﬁeld)
becomes
= −
+ +
⊥
− + − +
− +
( )
( )
B B B k y
B k x k y B k x
e cos( )e
cos( )sin( )e sin( ) . (A.3)
k z d k z d
k z d
x
E
RF,
2
RF
0 ( )
RF
0
RF
( ) 2
RF
0
dc RF
( )
RF, dc
2
ERF RF
RF
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As shown inﬁgure A1(b), at planes between the chip surface and zE (i.e. <z zE) there are positionswhere
=⊥B 0.RF, These locations occur along the lines parallel to the y axis where B yERF, is compensated by the
conductor’sﬁeld. These are deﬁned by the relation = − −kcos( ) eRFy k z z( )ERF . Along these lines, the dressing ﬁeld
is restricted to the −x z plane.Noticing that the static ﬁeld also lie in the −x z plane and that its direction varies
continuously between π− and π along the unit cell, we conclude that there are positionswhere the RF and dc
ﬁelds are either parallel or anti-parallel, making =⊥B 0RF, . This situation can be seen inﬁgure A1(b), where the
effective dressing ﬁeld becomes zero at various locationswithin the unit cell, marked as dark spots. Thus, the
dressed energy at planes <z zE have aminimal value equal to the detuning <V z z( )Emin
μ= −− −g B (e e )B F k z k zdc0 dc dc 0 . Another consequence is that setting the external ﬁeld such that <z zE 0 avoids a
zero effective dressing ﬁeld at the resonant plane. Also, since the detuning increasesmonotonically with the
distance from the resonant plane z0, we conclude that a globalminimumof the dressed energy should be located
above zE.
It can be easily veriﬁed algebraically and numerically that at planes above zE, the effective dressing ﬁeld has
four critical points: one localminimumat (0, 0), two saddle points at S(0, )RF and S(0.5 , 0)dc , and a local
maxima at S S(0.5 , )dc RF , as shown inﬁgure A1(c). This implies that a globalminimumof the dressed energy
should be located along the z axis, between locations ofminimal effective dressing, zE, andminimal detuning, z0.
More precisely, since the the potential energy along the line z(0, 0, ) is given by
= − + −− − − − −( ) ( )( ) ( )V z B B(0, 0, ) e e 14 e e e , (A.4)
k z k z k d k z k z
dc
0
2
RF
0
2
Edc dc 0 RF RF RF
theminimumoccurs at the positionwhere the condition
− = −+ ( ) ( )B k B k( ) e e e 4( ) e e e (A.5)k z d k z k z k z k z k zRF0 2 RF ( ) dc0 2 dcERF RF RF dc dc dc 0
is satisﬁed.
Equation (A.5) does not have an analytic solution for a general set of parameters. Nevertheless, it is
instructive toﬁnd a solution for a simpliﬁed situationwhere = =k k kdc RF , d=0 and =B Bdc RF. In this case,
the dressed potential energy has aminimumat
= − + −− −( )( )z z k
1
ln 4 e ln(5) . (A.6)k z zmin 0 ( )E 0
Figure A1. (a)Upper view of the conductor array inﬁgure 2. The unit cell of the array is enclosed by a solid-line square. The origin of
coordinates is highlighted by a black circle and the label (0, 0). Solid lines represent current carrying conductors. Other panels:
Magnitude of the effective dressing ﬁeld at (b) a plane below zE and (c) the resonant plane z0. The colour bar corresponds to the
parameters:: = =w S0, 2.0dc μm, =S 1.5RF μ˙m, =z 2.00 μm, =B 6.2RF0 G, =B 2.0dc0 G, ω = ×3.8 10 radRF 5 s−1,
=B 114.3xERF, mG, and =B 80.1yERF, mG. In (b) the ﬁeld is evaluated at =z 1.0 μm.
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This equation allows us to estimate the vertical position of the RF lattice for the parameters used inﬁgure 3,
setting =k kdc. However, we notice that in this particular case, the conductor’sﬁnite size ensures that the
distance between the lattice and the resonant plane is signiﬁcantly smaller than the value given by equation (A.6).
This is shown inﬁgure A2 wherewe plot zmin evaluated numerically (solid line) and given by equation (A.6)
with =k kdc. This difference occurs because in close proximity ofﬁnite size conductors (i.e. >w 0 and ≈z w0 )
the amplitude of theﬁelds decaymuch slower than an exponential damping.
Appendix B. Field produced by an array ofﬁnite conductors
Themagnetic ﬁeld produced by a current carrying conductor depends on its geometry at distances comparable
with the conductor dimensions. The present application requires us to calculate themagnetic ﬁeld produced by
an array of conductors ofﬁnite with and negligible height, where the current direction alternates between
neighbouringwires (as inﬁgure 1(b)). Such aﬁeld can be calculated using:
∑= − − −
− − +
=−
−B B
x x w
z
x x w
z
2 ( 1) arctan
2
arctan
2
, (B.1)
x
i N
N
i i
i
dc, dc
0
2
2
1 dc
dc
⎜ ⎟
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⎛
⎝⎜
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎞
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=B 0, (B.2)ydc,
∑= − − − − +− + +=−
−B B
x x w z
x x w z
( 1) ln
( 2)
( 2)
, (B.3)z
i N
N
i i
i
dc, dc
0
2
2
1 dc
2 2
dc
2 2
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
with +N 1as the total number of conductors and = − + + −x N S i S1
2
( 1) ( 1)i dc dc being the centre of the ith
dc conductor (in the numerical workwe useN = 500). Similarly, the ﬁeld produced by the orthogonal array
carrying RF currents can be evaluated using equations (B.1)–(B.3) after the substitutions →dc RF, →x y ,
→x yi i, → +z z d and →B Bx y,Bx = 0.
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